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L INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we shall investigate the equation 
(1.1) u,t - u^^ = 8f{t, X, u, Ut, u^) 
on the domain G = R x (O, TI) (R = (— oo, oo)) of the plane (t, x) with the boundary 
conditions 
(1.2) lim u(t, x) = 0 = lim u{t, x) . 
(t,x)-^(t,0) (t,x)-^(t,n) 
We shall seek a solution of the problem (l.l), (1.2) 27r-periodic in t under the 
assumption that the function/is 27r-periodic int. 
Vejvoda in [1] gave some sufficient conditions for the existence of periodic solutions 
of the problem (l.l), (1.2). In [3] the existence of 27r-periodic solution of the problem 
(1.1), (1.2) is proved if/ depends only on t, x, и and /„ ^ —у < 0. Further in this 
paper Rabinowitz proved, that the problem (l.l), (1.2) has a 27i-periodic solution if 
the right hand side of the equation (Ll) has the form 8{аи^ + g{t, x, u)) where a is 
a constant. 
In this paper in paragraph 2 the existence of 27r-periodic solution in the linear case 
is treated. In paragraph 3 some auxiUary theorems are introduced. In paragraph 4 
the existence of 27r-periodic solution of the problem (l.l), (1.2) is proved under the 
assumptions dfjdu^ ^ —y < 0 on G^ and sup df/du^ — inîdfldu^ < y, where 
G l Gl 
G^ ~ G X R X R X R, and certain restriction on the growth of/. In paragraph 5 
the existence and continuous dependence on e of 27r-periodic solution, if / = 
= f(t, X, M, e) andfu ^ — y < 0, is proved under weaker assumptions on the smooth-
ness of/ than in paper [3]. 
We conclude the introduction with some notations. Let D^/ denote the derivative 
of/ with respect to i^^ variable. Then we shall denote by Q the Banach space of 
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functions defined on G, 27r-periodic in t, for which D[D{f {i + j й к, i,j ^ O) are 
continuous and bounded on G, with the norm: 
fee,: | / | c , = \\fl = sup sup \D[Dif{t, x)\ . 
i + j^k {t,x)eG 
Let us note, that functions which belong to Q have derivatives up to the order к ~ 1 
continuous up to the boundary of G. 
Let C^ denote the Banach space of 27z:-periodic functions p (of one variable) which 
are continuous together with their derivatives up to the order к and for which [p] = 
= Jo"" p{y) dy = 0. The norm in C^ is given: \p\cjc = \p\k = sup QD' p{y)\; 0 ^ z ^ 
UK ye R). 
The space of all hnear operators mapping a Banach space B^ into a Banach space B2 
will be denoted by [Б1 -^ В2]. 
R{À), N(Ä) respectively denote a range and a null space respectively of the 
operator A. 
2. THE LINEAR CASE 
It is known (see e.g. [1]), that every classical solution of the homogeneous problem 
(Ll) , (L2) is 27r-periodic and has a form 
(2.1) u{t, x) = p{t + x) - p(t - x), 
where p is 27r-periodic and continuous together with its second derivative. 
For nonhomogeneous equation 
(2.2) Щ, - u,, = f{t, x) 
we shall derive necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of 27r-periodic 
solution, which fulfils the condition (L2). 
Let M e C2 be a solution of (2.2), (1.2). Integrating the equation (2.2) over the 
triangle [(f, x), (t — x + тг, тг), (f + x — тг, л:)] and using the Green formula on the 
left hand side we obtain (as u{t, тг) = 0): 
u{t, x) = W^(T, Ti) di ~ - / ( T , ^) dx d^ . 
^ J t + x-n ^ J X J t + x-l^ 
Since u{t, 0) = 0, we get 
/•я /»f + ç r^t + n 
/ ( т , (̂ ) dT d<̂  = " M^(T, Ж) dx = 
J o j r - ^ J t-n 
const 
because u^ is also 27r-periodic. Differentiating this relation with respect to t we get 
(2.3) Cifit + ̂ л)- fit - ,̂ )̂] d^= 0. 
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If the function/ has continuous and bounded derivative D j / , the condition (2.3) is 
also sufficient for the existence of a solution и e C2 of the problem (2.2), (1.2). 
Indeed, if (2.3) holds, then 
(2.4) / ( T , ^) dr d^ = const - к 
J 0 J t~^ 
and it is easily seen, that the function 
(2.5) u{t,x) = ^ - \ f{T,^)dTd^ + - - -k 
is the saught solution. 
Now let us prove, that the space Co can be written in the form of a direct summ 
CQ = N @ N^ where N is the set of such functions for which (2.3) is fulfilled (i.e. for 
which there'exists a solution of the problem (2.2), (1.2)) and N-^ is the set of functions 
which have the form (2.1) (i.e. which are solutions of the homogeneous problem). 
Let us define the operators Z and Q on the spaces C° and CQ respectively: 
(2.6) peC^ : Zp{t, x) = p{t + x) - p{t - x ) , (^ x) e G , 
(2.7) / e Co r Qf{y) = ~ [\f{y - s, s) - f{y + 5, 5)) ds , yeR. 
2л: Jo 
Lemma 2.1. 1) Z e [C^ -^ C j for к ^ 0 and 
(2.8) . - . : peC'^\\ZplS2\p\,. 
2) Qe [Cfc -^ C^] forked and 
(2.9) / /eQ=>|ô/H ||/i|.. 
3) QZ = E, 
4) 7"/ze operator Pi = Z ß is a projector of CQ on R{Z) and for f e C^ it holds 
(2.10) ^ | P , / | | , g 2 | | / | | , . 
5) The operator P2 = E — Pi is a projector of CQ on N{Q) and for fe Cj, it holds 
(2-11) | | P . / | | . ^ 3 | | / | | , . 
• Proof. It is obvious that 1) holds. 
ad 2) L e t / e CQ. Evidently, Qf is continuous and 27r-periodic. Let us prove, that 
[Qf] = 0. 
[ Ô / ] = I ^Qf{y) dy = ~ r f Г{/{у - s , s)- f{y + s, s)) ds) dy = 
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because of Jo'V(j - s, s) dy = Ji^^'^'VO' + s, s) dy = Jo 'V(j + s, s) dy. For feC, 
it holds: D'Qf{y) = QD[f{y) and from here we get, that Qfe C^ and |б / |^ ^ ||/||^. 
ad 3) Let peC^, Then Zp{t, x) = p{t + x) - p{t - x) and so 
QZ p{y) = i - Г My) - p{y - 2s)) - {p{y + 2s) - p{y))-] ds = 
271 Jo 
= P{y) ~ " P{y - Ц ds - ^ \ p{y + 2s) ds = p{y) 
2nJo 271 J Q 
because Jo p{y ± 2s) ds = i [p ] = 0. 
ad 4) Pi = (ZQ) (ZQ) = Z{QZ) Q = ZQ = P, and so P, is a projector. For 
/ e Q , P I / G C , and further | | P , / | | , = | jZ(ß/)| | , ^ 2 | ß / | , g 2l|/ | | , . Obviously 
R{P^) с R{Z). On the other hand iffeR{Z), then there exists p e C° such t h a t / = 
= Zp and PJ = (ZQ) Zp = Z{QZ) p = Zp = f and so ЦР^) = R{Z). 
ad 5) According to 4) P2 is a projector and f o r / e Q jj^2/||fc = \\{E - Pi)f\\k ^ 
^ ll/ll/^ + ll^i/(|fc ^ 4fl' Let us prove, that i?(P2) = M ô ) - ß^2 = и{Е - Zß ) = 
= ß ~ ß Z ß = О and so R{P2) cz N{Q). For / eiV(ß): PJ = (£ - Z ß ) / = 
= / - Z(ß / ) = / and so R{P2) = М б ) -
Let us denote N = N{Q) = R{P2). iV"" = R{Z) = R{P,). Then by lemma 2.1 
CQ=N © iV^. Further let iV/, denoteiVn Q . From lemma 2.1 it follows easily, that AT̂  
is a closed subspace of Q and P2 is a linear bounded operator from Q onto AT̂ . 
Let us define the operators S' and S on the space N: 
(2.12) s7(^,;c) = ~ ^ ^ ^ ^ r r ' ^ / ( T , ( ^ ) d T d { , ( r , x ) G G , 
(2.13) 5/(r, x) = - - f ' Г " / ( T , (̂ ) dT d^ , (^ x) 6 G , 
2 Jx J Г + д:-(̂  
and let us prove the following 
Lemma 2.2. 
(2.14) l)S'€[iV,^C,+ i], ||S'/||,^i^^||/||.. 
(2.15) 2) S 6 [N, ^ C,+ i] , ||S/||,+ , - ('^ + 7 ) I'-̂ ll'̂  • 
Proof, ad 1) For feN J^ f î - f / (т , О d^ di^ = const and so only S'f and D^S'/ 





P 0 ' 
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From here follows that ||S7||i й (n^ß) ||/||o and ||S7||t+i = ||S'/||i й (n^ß) . 
.\\f\\oS{n^\\fl. 
ad 2) From the form of the operator S it follows immediately that \\Sf\\Q ^ (л;̂ /2) 
. ||/[|o. Differentiating the relation (2.13) we get 
(2.16) D,Sf{t, x) = i f {f{t + X- s,s)-f{t-x + s, s)) ds , 
(2.17) D2Sf{t, x) = ~-\ {f{t + x - s, s) •^-f{t - X + s, s)) ds 
and from here llDiS/llo g тгЦ/Цо й (я'Д) | |/ |о (i = 1, 2). 
We shall prove that for fc ^ 1 and/ e iV̂  there hold the relations: 
(2.18) D\*'Sf = D,SD\f, 
(2.19) D\D,Sf = D2SD\f, 
(2.20) D f ^S/ = - i j : { l + ( -1)0 D r ^-'£>i/ + DH,)SI>Î/ , 
where b{k) == 1 for odd к and fo(/c) = 2 for even /c. 
The first and the second relations are obvious, the third one will be proved by 
induction with respect to k. 
For fe = 1 we get by differentiating of the relation (2.17): 
DlSf= - / + D.SDJ. 
Let us suppose that the relation (2.20) holds for к — n. Then 
DT^Sf = D,{Dl^'Sf) = - Ш 1 + (-1)') D"rD[f + D,D,^„^SD"J 
i = 0 
b(n) = 1 for odd n and then 
D,D,^„ySD"J = D^SDT'f = - i ( l + (-1)") DlD"J + Db(„+i) SD\^'f 
b{n) = 2 for even n and then 
DA,„)SDÏ /= D^SDÏ/= - D ; / + D i S D r V = 
In both cases we get 
D r ^ S / = - i t ( l + {-lУ)Dr^D\f+D,,„^,,SDr'f. 
i = 0 
The inductive step is performed. 
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LQtfeNk, We shall estimate \\D[DiSf\\o for i + j S к + 1. If j = 0, i ^ 1, then 
it holds 
||DiS/||o = \\D,SDr'f\\oun\\Di-^f\\o й ~ | | / | | . • 
If ; > 0, then \\DiDiSf\\o = Щ80[/1 = | | - i l ( l + (-l)"-) В{-'-'"0[^у + 
m = 0 
+ D.o-i)Si5r^-Vjjo ^ I ' l lor ' -or-Zllo + тгЦ^Г-'-Vllo ̂  {k + n'l2) ||/||,and 
m = 0 
from here we get that for Ä: ̂  0, / e Nj, it holds 
\\sfl^,u(k + j\\\fl. 
Lemma is proved. 
Let us define the operator Л on AT 
(2.21) feN:Af=P2{S + S')f, 
From the preceding it follows that for /c ^ 0 
(2.22) AelN,^ iV,+ i] , | |^/ | | ,+ i й 3(fc + ж') | | / | | , . 
R e m a r k 2.L R{Pi) = R{Z) is by (2.1) a class of solutions of a homogeneous 
equation (2.2) and so the function и = Af = {S + S')f - P i (5 + S')f for feN^ 
is by (2.5), (2.4) a classical solution of the equation (2.2). 
3. AUXILIARY THEOREMS 
Lemma 3.1. Let r̂  be positive numbers (i = 0, 1, ..., /c + 1, k nonnegative integer) 
and let M, = {pGC\\D%Sri, i = 0, 1, . . . , /c} , M^ = {pe С^-*-\ \В'р\о й r,, 
г = О, 1, ..., /с + 1} (hence M2 с: М^). Lef Tbe а continuous mapping of М^ с C^ 
into C ,̂ which maps M 2 into itself. Then there exists a fixed point of the operator T 
in Ml . 
Proof. The closure M2 of the set M2 in the space C^ is a convex and compact 
subset of Ml с C^ and by the assumptions of the lemma Tis a continuous mapping 
of M2 into itself. Hence, by the Schauder fixed point theorem Г has a fixed point in 
M2 cz M l -
Lemma 3.2. Let the operator I be given on C^ by prescription 
(3.1) p 6 C° : Ip{y) = Гр{$) ds+i " f Pis) ds, yeR. 
Jo Jo 2л; 
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Then it holds 
(3.2) 1) D''^4p=D'p, (peC"), ID'^'p^D'p, {peC^') for k^O, 
2) lelC-.C^^], \lp\,,,u~\p\,. 
Proof. By an easy calculation we can verify that l) holds and that Ip is a unique 
primitive function of p for which [//?] = 0 and then Ip e C'^'^'^ for p e C*. To estimate 
the norm of/p let us remark that we can add to Ip any function of the form jo'^f{y) • 
.p(s)ds=f{y)[p] = 0. 
\1Р(У)\ 'V )̂d5 + j^''^K^)ds - | Д ^ + ^^p{s)ds 
£(^^.i).„..|;(i^^iix.).i. 
*i*(i: 




s — y 1 
2 Jy I 271 ] J ^0 == 2 '^''' 
From here and from l) our assertion follows. 
Lemma 3.3. Let p e C^, J = (O, n), g be a continuous and bounded function on J, 
~ß S gis) ^ - y < О (s G J). Let us denote Jt = {5 e J, p{y) - p{y ~ 2ks) ^ 0}, 
J~ = J\J^, к a nonzero integer. Then it holds 
(3.3) 
-ny p{y) - nß sup {p{y) - p{y - 2ks)) й I 9{s) {p{y) - р{у - 2ks)) ds й 
'^^''* Jo 
й -ny p{y) + nß sup {p{y - Iks) - p{y)) . 
Proof. Because of Jj,+ p(y - Iks) ds = - Ĵ _̂ p{y - 2ks) ds , we obtain 
(p(j) - P(J' - 2ks)) ds + I 9{s) ip{y) - p{y - 2ks)) ds = Г + Г g _ 
+ Ш\ {р{у - 2fcs) - p(y)) ds § _ y p(^y^ ^(jr+) _ .j; Г ^,(3; _ 2/ts) ds 
+ лД sup {p{y - 2ks) - p{y)) ^ _y pfy\ fn(j+\ _y{ p(y\ ds + 
+ я^ sup {p{y - 2fes) - p(j;)) ^ ~~T,y p(j,) ^ ^^ sup (^p(^y _ 2ks) - p(j;)) . 
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On the other hand 
jj(s) Ш - P{y - 2ks)) äs + £ ,(,) (,(3.) _ р(з, _ 2Ь)) d. è 
- - ^ £ / ^ W - KJ' - Щ) d̂  - У f Ш - К У - 2Ь)) d. è 
= -'"'^slZ ̂ '^'^ ~'^'~ ^'^)) - y pb') Hjn -У! p{y- 2ks) äs ^ 
Jjk* 
= - '^^Д? ^3^^ - ^(^ - 2И) - У .W т(Л-) - у Г p(,) ds = 
= ~''^fj^, Ш - P(y - 2ks)) - ny p{y) . 
Lemma is proved. 
Lemma 3.4. Let pe C9, J = (0, . ) , , , , a continuous and bounded function on J 
J; = JW. Then " " " " " " '" ' ' '• ' '^ = ^̂  ̂  ^' ^'^ + P^y~ 2̂ )̂ è 0},' 
(3.4) ;ra p{y) + {b~a) p(y) m{j^) - ^ (fe _ «) j^j^ ^ 
^ ^ ( s ) (K>') + K > ' - 2fa)) ds ^ 
Jo 
è па p{y) + (b~a) p{y) m(j ; ) + ^(b~a) \p\, . 
Proof. 
jgis) (Piy) + Р(У - 2ks)) ^'=l^^+\^^b p(y) m{j;:) + J (̂3, _ 2ks)äs 
+ a p{y) т(Л-) + aj^j{y - 2ks) äs = p(y) (bm(j;^) + « „(^-)) + 
'̂' " ' ' ' *L/^^ ~ ^ '̂'* ' ' ' - ''" ^̂ ^̂  + (b - a) p(j) m(j;) + ^ (fe - a) |̂ ,|̂  . + 
On the other hand 
£ ^ 4 ^ ) (Р{У) + P{y - 2ks))äs + j ^ g(s) {p(y) + pi^y _ 2ks)) äs è 
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^ a p{y) m{Jk) + a p{y - 2ks) ds + b p{y) m{Jk ) + b 
Jk~ 
p{y - Iks) ds 
= p{y) {a m{J^) + b m{j;)) + {b - a)^ p{y ^ Iks) ds ^ 
è na p{y) + (Ь - a) p{y) m{j;) -'^{b - a) \p\o . 
Let us conclude this paragraph by some estimates of the norm of a composite 
function. 
Let / be a function of (n + 2) real variables and let u,„e C^ {m = 1, ..., n). Let 
us denote/[wj,..., w„] the function defined on G by 
(3.5) /[wi, . . . , u„] {t, x) = f{t, X, Wi(r, x),.. . , u„{t, x)) , 
Then it holds: Each derivative of the function/[м^, ..., м„] of the order / ^ к has not 
more than II (n + 2)̂  members each of them being estimated at the point {t, x) by 
sup \D'f{t, x, Mi(r, x), . . . , M„(r, x))| (max ( sup sup \D[Diu^{t, x)|, 1))̂  
n+2 
where i denotes the vector (I'l, 12,..., in+2)^ im a nonnegative integers, \i\ = ^ i, 
and D^ denotes the derivative Dl'D^',.. D'^^l '"^^ 
If/ is such that for any ^ > 0 
(3.6) Fj-{K Q) = sup sup \D'f{u X, a i , . . . , (x„)\ < +00 
it,x)eG 
then for any u^eCj,, \uj\k й r, \\U^\\Q ^ TQ (m = 1, ..., n, r ^ 1) the function 
f[ui,..., w„] belongs to Cfe and 
(3.7) \\f[u„ ..., ti„]||, ^ fe! (n + 2)̂  Ff{K Го) r' . 
Let us denote Kf{k, TQ, r) = k\{n + 2f Fj{k, r^ r^ 
, Let u^^v^eCu, \\u^\\u й r, ||t;^||, g г, ||wjo g Го, i|î |̂|o ^ Го (m = l , . . . ,n) 
and let D'f be continuous for |i| ^ fc + L Then from the mean-value theorem we 
obtain 
m = l 
Where gjt, x) = /^ 1)^+2/^1. . . . « т̂~ь t̂m + ö(w^ - ^̂ m), w^+1, .^, w„] (̂ , x) d^ 




t i (!) f{) i D[~'D{-'9n. D\D\{u^ - vA g 
[ = 0Й = 0 \IJ \nj nt=l 0 
m = l 
Thus the following lemma holds: 
Lemma 3.5. Let DJ he continuous for \i\ ^ /c + 1 and let the condition (3.5) be 
fulfilled. Then for w ,̂ t;̂  e Q, !|w |̂|o ^ Го, Ци̂Цо ^ TQ, ||М^||^ ^ r, Ци̂Ц̂^ ^ r 
(m = 1, ..., n) the following estimates hold 
(3.8) 1) \\f{u„...,u„-\\\,uKj{k,r^,r), 
(3.9) 2) | | / [MI , . . . ,M„] - / [ « ; I , . . . , ^ ] | | , ^ I'^K^ik + l , r o , r ) t ||u„ - Ü„||, , 
m = l 
where i^/(fc, TQ, r) = k\ (n + 2)̂ " Ff{k, r^) r̂ , ^/(/^, ô) is given by (3.6). 
4. NONLINEAR EQUATION 
Let us solve the problem (l.l), (1.2) under the assumptions: 
1° D'/are continuous for |i| ^ к + 1 and the assumption (3.6) is fulfilled. 
2° There exist 7 > 0, Го > 0 such that 
(4.1) a) DJ^ -y <0 on G2 = G X (-тгго, тсго) x <-2го, 2го> х 
X <-2го, 2го> , 
(4.2) Ь) d = уго - sup {|/(f, X, w, О, w)|, (г, x) e G, |w| g тгго, |w| ^ 2го} > 0 , 
(4.3) с) sup D,f ~infDJ~y=-^<0, 
Gl G2 
Let/{p, и} denote the function 
(4.4) f{p, u} = f[ZIp + u,Zp -\- D^u, Z^p + D2U] , 
where Z^ is the operator defined by Zip{t, x) = p{t + x) + p{t — x). 
We shall prove the existence of a 27r-periodic solution of the problem (l.l), (1.2) 
in the following way: First we shall prove that if e is sufficiently small and p e C^~^ 
then there exists a function a^p) e C^ which satisfies the equation {p\ — D^) {Zip + 
+ a\p)) = sP2f{p, ^%p)} and further we shall seek such p for which PifiP^ ^%p)] = 
= /{р,а%р)}. 
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Let г J- (i = 0, ..., /с) be positive numbers, r = тг max (r,., 0 ^ i ^ /c) + 1. Let 
us denote for i = 0, ..., /c 
(4.5) A, = {peC\ \D^p\o й TJJ = 0 , . . . , î } , Б,- - {и e N,^,, ЦиЦ,^, й 1} 
(then Л,.+ 1 с: Л^, ß^+i с В,). 
Lemma 4.1. Т/ге equation 
(4.6) W = гЛР,/{1?, tO 
has for р e AQ and e < [54 2̂ (/<: + n^)Kj-{k + 1, nr^ + 1, r ) ]"^ a unique solution 
a^p) e BQ and further it holds 
1) aXi') e ^t for peAi {i = 0,...,k), 
(4.7) 2) ||4l^)iUi ^eK, (peA,), 
(4.8) 3) Ца^р) - «%)|b-M g eK^lp - ^|, (p, ^ e Л,) , 
where K, = 9{k + n^) К^{к, nr^ + 1, r), X^ = 18(/c + n^) {n + 4) 2'X'X^ + 1, 
ТГГо + 1, г ) . 
Proof. Let p 6 Ai {0 Si й Щ- Then by (2.11) and (2.22) ^AP^fip, u] maps iV +̂ ^ 
into itself. Using lemma 3.4 we get for и e B^ 
(4.9) ,̂ WeAP^fip, u]\\,^, й e3{i + n^) 3||/{p, u]\l й 
S &9(k + n^)Kf{k, тсго + 1, r) < 1 
and so EAP2f{p, u] maps Б^ into itself. Further for ueB^, veB^ 
(4.10) | |гЛР,/{р, I/} - eÄP,/{p, г} 11,̂ 1 â e9(i + 71̂ ) | / { р , t/} - / { A î^llb ^ 
^ e9(/c + 71̂ ) 2'^i^^/c + 1,7ГГо + l ,r)( | |w - t;||, + ||DIM - D^v\\i + 
+ ||Z)2W - D^vW) S e27{k + n^) 2''Kj-{k + 1, яго + 1, r) j|w - i;||^+i ^ 
We get that ßAP2f{p, и] is a contraction on Бо for p e AQ. Hence there exists 
a unique solution a\p) e BQ of the equation (4.6). As for p e A^ the operator 
eAP2f{p, u} is also a contraction in Б̂ -, there exists for p e Ai c: AQ a solution of 
the equation (4.6) in Б^ cz Бо and from the uniqueness in Бо it follows that a\p) e Bi 
iorpeA,. ^ 
The assertion 2) follows immediately from (4.9). 
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The solution a%p) we can get by the method of successive approximations: и о = 
= a%q), u„+i = 8AP2f{p, u„}. By the well known estimates, using (4.10), we get 
\\a%p) - aXq)\\i+i = lim \\u„ - i/o||,-+i ^ 2\\u^ - Uo\\i+i è 
é 2\\sAPJ{p, aiq)} - sAP^flq, a%q)}l^, g el8(( + n')lf{p, a^q)} -
- f{q, aXq)}l ^ el8(/c + к') I'^K^ik + 1, nro + 1, r) (|jZ/(p - q)\\, + 
+ HP - q)l + \\Z,(p ~ q)l) ^ 
g el8(/c + 71^) (4 + я) I'^K/k + 1, пго + l,r)\p- ^|,-. 
Lemma is proved. 
Now let us solve the equation 
(4.11) P2f{p,aXp)]=f{p,a%p)}, 
where a\p) is defined in lemma 4.1. 
We shall solve this equation with help of lemma 3.1. The role of the sets Mj , M2 
respectively will play the sets A}^_-^, Aj^ respectively with VQ fulfilling the assumption 2° 
and Г1 which are given by the recurrent formula 
(4.12) r,^, = - {Ff{l, пго) + {i + 1)! ^'-"'iFfii + 1, пго) . 
a 
. [max(ro , . . . , r , ) ]^ + ^ ) + 1 . 
Further let r = тг max r̂  + 1, Ai and s be as in lemma 4.1 and besides it г < 
< min (a, d) {2^3Kf{k + 1,пго + 1, r) Ki)~\ where K^ is given by (4.7). 
The equation (4.11) is by 5) of lemma 2.1 equivalent to the equation 
(4.13) Qf{p,a%p)} = 0. 
Let Ti, T2 denote the operators defined on AQ 
(4.14) T^p^Qf{p,0}, 
(4.15) T2P=Q(f{p,aXp)}-f{p,0}) 
and for (5 > 0 
(4.16) T,p = (E + ST^ + ÔT2) p . 
According to lemma 2.1 and lemma 4.1 the mappings T^, Г2 map A; into С 
Further it is obvious that to solve the equation (4.13) means to find a fixed point of 
the operator T^ for some ô > 0. 
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Using (2.9), (3.9), (4.7) we get the estimate for the operator T2 
(4.17) \T,p\i = \Q{f{p, a%p)} - f{p, 0}% й \\f{p, а\р)} ~ f{p, ОЦ, й 
% T3Kj-{i + 1, тгго + 1, г) \\a\p%^, й sK,, 
where K^ = 2^iKf{k + 1, nr^ + 1, r) K^ [K^ is given by (4.7)). 
Let n = min ({d - еК^) (f Д1, пго))~\ г^], О ^ 5 ^ .5o ^ min {r]{F^{l, пГо) + 
+ еКз)"^, y~^) and let us prove that Tg maps AQ into itself. If у is such that \р{у)\ = 
й Го - t], then 
\TsP{y)\ p{y) + ^ [/{p, 0} {y ~ 5, s) - /{p, 0} (y + s, 5)] d5 + (5T2 p{y) 
27rJo 
^ Го - ?7 + ^i^/(0, тгГо) + огК^, й Го . 
< 
If Го — rj й р{у) й Го, then from the same expression we obtain the estimate: 
Ts p{y) ^ Го - rj - SFf{0, пго) - ôsK^ ^ -Го- Using the mean-value theorem we 
get the operator T^ in the form 
To p{y) - P{y) + " [gi{y. s) {p{y) - p{y - 2s)) + g2{y, s) {p{y) - p{y + 2s))] ds + 
27rJo 
+ -f fiflZIp, 0, Z,p] {y - 5, 5) - f[ZIp, 0, Zip] (3; + 5, 5)) ds + ÔT2 p{y) , 
27rJo 
where g^{y, s) = Jo DJ[ZIp, gZp, Z^p] {y + (-1)'" 5, 5) d^ (m = 1, 2). 
From this expression we get for Го — ц S р{у) S 0̂ by lemma 3.3 the estimate 
To p{y) S p{y) - ôy p{y) + ÖFj-{l, пго) ri + 
+ ô sup {|/(^ X, и, о, w)|, (t, x) e G, \u\ ^ яго, |w| ^ 2го} + 
+ ôeK^ ^ Го + ô{-d + j^F/l , тгго) + е^з) ^ Го . 
In a similar way (using the first inequality in lemma 3.3) we get for —Го S 
^ p(y) ^ —Го-^rj that — Го ^ Г5 p(j) ^ Го and thus T^p e Ao for p e Ло. 
Let us assume that there exist such ^j > 0, 0 ^ j ^ i ^ /c — 1, that for 0 < 5 g (5̂  
•the operator T^ maps the set Aj into itself and let us seek ^^+1 such that T^ for 0 < 
< ô ^ ôi+i maps Ai+1 into itself. 
(4.18) D''-'T,p{y) = D^'^'p{y)-i-
' '\DJ{P, 0}{y ~ s, s) (D'-^i p{y) - D'^'p{y - 2s)) + 
ft 





+ DJ{p, 0} {y - 5, s) {D'"^' p{y) + D'^'p{y - 2s)) -
- DJ{p,Qi}{y + s,s){D'^^ p{y) + D'^^'piy + 2s))-\às -\-
+ àX,^,{y) + dD'^'T,p{y), 
where Х/+1 is the sum of at most (i + 1)! 4'"^ ^ members of the form 
In 
[ ^7{P , 0} {y ~ 5, s) h{y - s, s) - D"f{p, 0} {y + s, s) h{y + s, s)] ds , 
\n\ ^ Ï + 1 and h is the product of at most i + 1 members D{ZIp, D\Zp, D\Z^p 
(1 ^ J ^ Ï + 1, 1 ^ ^ ^ Ь 1 ^ ^ ^ 0 and from here an estimate for X^+i follows 
(4.19) |X,^i|o ^ ( i + 1)18^-^ ^2FXi + 1, Tiro) [max (го, . . . ,г , ) ]^+^^ c,+ i . 
Let us suppose that реА^^^. Then for у for which JD'"^^ p{y)\ ^ r^+i — 1 we 
get by (4.18), (4.19) 
(4.20) D'^^T, p{y) йг^^1-1+ ô{2Ff{h тгго) 2r,^, + c,^, + г^з) S r,^, 
if О < (5 < ^,+ 1 = min [^„ {AFf{U Tiro) r, + i + c,+ i + г^з )"^ ] . 
If r^_,i - 1 g D'^^ p{y) й r^+i, then from (4.18) we get D'^^T^piy) ^ - r ^ + i 
and further by lemma 3.3 and lemma 3.4 
D''''T,p{y) S r,+ i + ô{-~yr,^, + Fj{h пго) + 
+ (sup DJ{p, 0} - inf DJ{p, 0}) r,+1 + c.H, 1 + sK,) й 
Gl Gl 
S r^+i + (5(-аг^+1 + Ff{l, пго) + c^+i + sK^) ^ r^+i . 
For — r^+i ^ D'^^ ^(j;) ^ — r^+i + 1 we proceed analogously and finally we get 
\D'^'T,p(y)\ur,^iif\D''''p{y)\ur,^i^ 
Thus we have proved that for ô fulfilhng (4.20) and r^+i given by (4.12) the opera-
tor T^ maps the set y4^+i into itself. 
T^ is a continuous mapping on C^ and from above it follows that it fulfils the assump-
tions of lemma 3.1 with M^ = Д _ 1 and M2 = Aj,. Thus there exists a fixed-point 
PQ 6 Ai^_^ of the operator T .̂ This p^ satisfies the equation (4.13) and hence 
a\po) = sAf{po, a%Po)} . 
From remark 2.1 it follows that the function u^ = Z/po + ci\Vo) is for /c ^ 2 
a classical solution of the problem (l . l) , (1.2). We have proved the following theorem 
Theorem 1. Let f he defined on G^ = R x (O, n) x R x R x R and fulfil the 
following assumptions: 
1) f has derivatives up to the order к + 1 and for r > 0 sup sup {\Df(^t, x, w, v, w)|, 
{t,x)eG,\u\ur,\v\Sr,\w\ur} < +00. \i\uk+i 
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2) There exist TQ > 0 and y > 0 such that 
a) DJ S - y < О on G2 = G X <-7гго, яго> х <-2го , 2го> х <-2го , 2го>, 
b) sup D5/ - inf 1)5/ - 7 = - а < О, 
G2 Gl 
c) d = уго - sup {\f{t, X, и, О, w)|, (г, х) е G, |w| ^ тгго, |w| S 2го} > 0. 
T/ïen there exists SQ > О such that for each e e <0, 8o> there exists the function 
MgE Q which is a solution of the problem ( l . l ) , (1.2). 
5. ANOTHER NONLINEAR CASE 
We shall solve the equation 
(5.1) Utt - W;cx = £/(^ »̂ w, e) 
with the boundary conditions (1.2). Let / be defined on G3 = JR x (0,71) x Ä x 
^ ^Oj ^o) ^î^d fulfil the following assumptions 
1) jDi*I>2^D3Y, I'l + Ï2 + Ï3 ^ ^ + 1? are defined and continuous on G3. 
2) There exists 7 > 0 such that 
(5.2) DJS ~y <0 on G4 - G X < -2го - 1, 2r^ + 1> x <0, во>, 
where 
Го > - s u p ( | / ( ^ x , 0 , 0 ) | ; ( ^ , x ) e G ) . 
У 
(5.3) 3) sup sup \Df {t, x,u,s)\ < +00. 
!/ |^fc+i G4 
14=0 
In this paragraph f[u, e] (t, x) = / ( t , x, u{t, x), s). 
As in the preceding case we shall seek a solution a^{p) of the equation и = 
= £AP2f[Zp + u, s] and then we shall prove that there exists a function p such that 
P2f[Zp + a^(p), г] = / [ Z p + a''(p), s] with help of the impHcit function theorem. We 
could proceed in the same way as in paragraph 4, but using the implicit function 
theorem we obtain immediately a continuous dependence of the solution on г. 
Similarly as in lemma 4.1 for s < s = min ([I8(fe + n^) 2^Kf(k + 1, 2го + 
+ 1, ^ ) ] ~ \ £0) and p e Ai = [p E C\ \D^P\O S ^pj = 0, . . . , i} the operator 
sAP2f\Zp + w, e] is a contraction on Bi = {weiV^+i, |м|^+1 ^ 1}, hence we get 
a unique solution a^(p) G BI for p e Ai for which 
(5.4) 1) | |aXp)|Ui ^ 8 ^ 1 , 
(5.5) 2) \\a\p)-aXq)l^^UBK2\p-q\,, 
where Ki = 9(/c + n^)K^{k, Ir^ + 1, r), K^ = 18(/c + u^) 2^^^Ky{k + 1, 2го + 
+ 1, r), r = 2 max Г; + 1. 
OS i s t 
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Further we shall prove that a\p) is continuous for (p, s)e Aj, x <0, e> and that 
there exists G-derivative al{p) continuous in (p, e). As (5.5) holds, it suffices to prove 
that for a fixed p the function a\p) is continuous in e. Let Si, 82 e <0, £>. Then a^^{p) 
we get from a^^{p) by the method of succesive approximations: UQ == a^^{p), w„+i = 
= s^AP2f[Zp + i/„, e j . Then 
\\a'ip) - a''(p)||fc4-i = lim \\u„ - Мо||л+1 ^ 2\\u, - Wo||fc+i ^ 
S 18(/c + 71̂ ) ||e J [ Z p + a'ip), e,] - sJiZp + a'\pl г^^ g 
^ 18(/c + 7ü̂ ) [(e, - 82) \WP + a^^(p), 8 j | | , + 
+ 82i/[Zi7 + a^^(p), 8 j - / [ Z p + a^^(p), 82]!J й co(K - ^2!) , 
where со is a function on <0, ё>, continuous in 0 and co(0) = 0, со depends on / , k and r. 
To prove the existence of «^(p) let us note that the function v\p) = a\p) + Zp 
satisfies the equation 
v\p) = Zp + sAP^flvipl 8] . 
Then according to the known theorem (see e.g. [4]) there exists for e sufficiently small 
(8 < (||Л|| IIP2II sup \DJ\)~^) a G-derivative vl{p) = [E - sR,{p)y^ Zq and hence 
G4 ' 
a^{p) has a G-derivative 
(5.6) al{p){q)^{[E-sRlp)y\-E)Zq, 
where 
i?,(p)W = ^^2(^3/Mi^),e]w). 
It is obvious that this derivative is continuous in p and a. 
Let 8 ^ ê be such that all above assumptions are fulfilled for s < s. Let us denote 
(5.7) V{p, e) = Qf[Zp + aXp), s] 
and let us prove that the operator V fulfils the assumptions of the implicit function 
theorem. 
The operator F maps C^ x <0, e> into C^. By lemma 3.1 we shall prove that the 
equation V{p, 0) = 0 has a unique solution PQ e C^. As in the preceding paragraph 
we shall prove the existence of a fixed point of the operator T^p = p + ôV{p, O). 
Let с = sup {\f{t, X, 0, 0)1 ; {t, x) e G) and VQ > cjy. Further let r̂  (i = 1, . . . , /c H- l) 
be given by recurrent formulas 
(5.8) r, = max f- F ^ l , 2го) + - 2\i + 1)! F ^ i , 2го) [max (го, ..., r,_ ,)]\ Л . 
Let us denote Ml = {p e C\ \D'p\o ^ r^J = 0, ...,/c},M2 = {p e C^^\\D^p\o й 
^ Tj, i = 0, ..., /c + 1}. Let p e M2. We shall prove that also T^p e M2. 
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If о < J/ < Го, then for у such that \p{y)\ й Го - rj we get [Г̂  p{y)\ й Го - rj + 
+ ÔFf{Q,2r^). 
From the mean-value theorem we get the operator Tg in the form 
Ts p{y) = p{y) + 
+ ^ I l9i{y, s) {р{у) ~ p{y - 2s)) + g^iy, s) {p{y) - p{y + 2s))] ds + 
2л Jo : 





gj^y, s) = Г Dj/CeZp, 0] {y + ( - 1 ) - s, s) àq . 
Then by lemma 3.3 we get for TQ — »? ^ /»(y) ^ TQ 
' • T, p{y) й p{y) - h p{y) + ôriFf{i, 2го) + .5c. 
Obviously for such у 
T, р(у) ^Го-П- Fj.{0, 2го) . 
If О <>j < min [(уго - с) ( f Д1,2ro))-S r^], О < ô й ôo = min in{Ff{0, 2го))-\ 
y-^], then \Т,р{у)\ й Го. In the same way we can make the estimates if ~Го ^ 
è p{y) й -Го + fj and hence \T0p\0 й ^o-
For i > 1 we have 
D% p{y) = D'p{y) + f 
2n 
[DJ[Zp, 0] (j; - s,s) {D^p{y) - D%y - 2s)) + 
0 
+ DJ[Zp, 0] {y + 5, s) {D'p{y) - i ) % ; + Is))] as + (5 Xly) , 
where | ^ i ( j ) | is estimated by c^ = 2\i + 2)! Fj-{i, Ir^) [max (гд, ..., r^_i)] ' . 
Now if we choose rj = 1 and 0 < ^ g (5̂  = min ((5^_1, (2Fj(l, 2го) r̂  + c^~^) we 
can prove similarly as above that JD^T^pIo ^ r .̂ Then the mapping T̂  fulfils the 
assumptions of lemma 3.1 and hence there exists a fixed point PQG M^ of the opera­
tor T̂  which is a solution of the equation V{p, 0) = 0. 
This PQ is unique in C^, because if p^ e C^ is another solution of the equation 
V{p, 0) = 0, then for p' = PQ ~" Pi it holds 
1_ 
2n 
0 = V{po,0){y)-V{p„0){y) = 
к 
[9i{y, s) {p'{y) - P'{y - 2s)) + gziy, s) {p'{y) - p{y + 2s))] ds , 
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where 
9ш{у, s) = f оз / [2ро + Qi^Px - Zpo)] (y + ( - 1 ) " s, s) dg . 
Jo 
From this expression we get for p' ф const, and J/Q such that р\уо) = max (p'(y); 
у E R), V{PO, 0) (уо) — K(PI , 0) (уо) < 0 which is a contradiction and hence p' = 
const = 0 because [p'] = 0. 
From above it follows that the operator V{p, e) is continuous in p and s in 
a neighbourhood of (po, 0) and that it has a G-derivative Vp{p, e) continuous in p 
and г in the neighbourhood of {po, 0). Further we must prove that the operator 
H = Vp{pQ, 0) has an inverse operator H~^. It is easily seen that H maps C^ into 
itself. We shall prove that Я is an 1 — 1 mapping. Let p e C^bQ such that Hp = 0. Let 
р{уо) = max {p{y); у e R). If for some s р{уо - 2^) < р{уо) or р{уо + 2s) < р{уо), 
then 
О = Г[ / )з / [2ро, 0] {у - s, s) {р{уо) - р{уо - 25)) + 
+ Dj[Zpo, 0] {у + 5, s) {р{уо) - р{уо + 2s))] ds < О . 
This is а contradiction and hence p = const = 0 because [p] = 0. 
Let us denote g{y, s) = DJ[ZPQ, 0] {y - s, s) + DJ[Zpo, 0] {y + 5, s), go{y) = 
= fo g{y, s) ds. Then we can write the operator Я as a sum H = H^ -i- H2, where 
1 ^ Ç2K 
^ 1 P{y) = — do{y) P{y) ~ — do{s) p{s) ds, 
2n 2л; J 0 
H2 P{y) == ^ f \o{s) Pis) ds ~ ~ UoJlZpo, 0] (y - s, s) p ( j - 2s) + 
2n Jo 2n J Q 
+ I>3f[Zpo. 0] (3; + s, s) X J ; + 2s)) ds . 
Evidently Я^, Я2 are the operators from C^into C^ H^ has on C^ abounded H^^ 
Щ'р{у) = ^-^(р{у)-(Г-^^^^^^^ 
9o{y) \ VJ 0 9o{s) J J 0 9o{s) J 
We shall prove that the operator H2 is completely continuous. Let I/ be a bounded 
set of C .̂ To prove that H2{U) is compact in C^ it suffices to prove that the derivatives 
of the order к of functions from H2{V) fulfil the assumptions of Arzela's theorem. 
It is obvious that they are uniformly bounded. Further (if fc ^ 1) 
D^H, p{y) = - 1 {\DJIZPO, 0] {y - s, s) D^piy - 2s) + 
, 27îJo 
+ DJ[Zpo, 0] (y + s, s) D*p(y + 2s)] ds + Z , = 
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4л: 
In X;̂  are only derivatives of p up to the order к — 1, so they are equicontinuous. 
Further it is easily seen that the first and second integrals are also equicontinuous 
with respect to p eU. So the operator H2 is completely continuous. As the operator 
E + Hi ^H2 = H^^H is also an 1 — 1 operator and HÏ^H2 is a completely continuous 
operator, there exists by the well known theorem a linear bounded (E + H^^H2)~^ 
on C^ and then there exists on C^ also the linear bounded H~^ ={E + H^ ^Яг)" ̂  H^^, 
Now we have verified all assumptions of the implicit function theorem and hence 
the following theorem holds: 
Theorem 2. Let f be defined on G^ = R x (O, n) x R x <0, во) ^^^ fulfil the 
following assumptions: 
1) DYD^2D^^f, il + 1*2 + 1*3 ^ /с + 1, are defined and continuous on G3. 
2) There exists 7 > 0 such that 
Dju-y<0 on G X <~2го - 1,2го + 1> X <0,eo>, 
where 
Го > y~^ sup (|/(r, X, 0, 0)|; (r, x)eG), 
3) sup sup {\Df{t, X, u, e), (r, x) e G, \u\ ^ 2го + 1, e e <0, го>} < + oo. 
U\âk+i 
M = 0 
Let PQ 6 C* be a solution of the equation Qf\Zp, 0] = 0 (which is unique). Then 
there exists e* > 0 such that for e e <0, e*> there exists a solution u^ of the problem 
(5.1), (1.2) such that UQ = Zp^ and u^ depends continuously on г in the space Q . 
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